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Is RuneScape Down? How to Check OSRS Server Status 
 
 
While Runescape servers go down is never fun This guide will help you check the servers. 
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- Share - Tweet Night Mode The fact that even a legacy MMO such as Runescape is down is
proof enough that no one is immune to server downtimes. RSPS They are still annoying but
that doesn't mean they are less annoying. We're here to guide you figure out how to
determine the OSRS server status to see whether RuneScape is down. 
 
 
How to Check RuneScape Server Status 
 
 
There are many factors that could cause a server outage in RuneScape. However there are
methods to ensure it's. 
 
 
Visit Down Detector to determine if your server is having issues. This site collects reports
from players around the world which means you can view real players experiencing issues as
evidence that there is an issue. While this won't give you any update on a fix however, it will
demonstrate that the issue is widespread to some degree. 
 
 
The Runescape Service Update Archive should be your second destination. This site will
notify you if maintenance has been performed on the game. 
 
 
If that doesn't have anything to help you, the official Twitter accounts for both Runescape and
Old School RuneScape should be the place you check the next time. 
 
 
Is RuneScape Down? 
 
 
According to Down Detector users have been reporting issues throughout the day. It was a
small number until it reached a peak of 116 reports almost an hour ago. Despite the fact that
it appeared to be dropping, there were still 15 reports around 20 minutes ago. It appears that
the problem might still be unresolved. 

https://apisanet.com/


 
 
While there isn't any official announcement on the status of RuneScape at present We will
keep you updated when more information becomes available. 
 
 
At this point, that's everything you should know about how to check the OSRS server status
to determine if RuneScape is down. For any RuneScape news and information, be sure to
follow the links below. 


